THE WOLFFORTH FIELD EXPERIMENT: A WIND EROSION STUDY
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The goal of this field study was to obtain a detailed account of wind erosion processes within a single agricultural field during a regional dust storm in the Southern High Plains of West Texas. The field, located in Wolfforth, Texas, was observed as the wind grew in strength, peaked, and later weakened. Sediment transport was monitored by an array of samplers spaced across the field, and meteorological information was obtained from a 10-m tower erected within the field. Erosion activity was monitored by a piezoelectric sensor that responded to the impact of saltating grains and provided a means for detecting the threshold of soil movement. Attempts were made to relate the observed temporal and spatial variations of sediment transport to meteorological factors and surface conditions. The results indicate that at the beginning of the storm, threshold was around 7 to 8 m/s. As the storm progressed, threshold appeared to slowly shift downward with time, suggesting a surface that was becoming increasingly erodible. Mass flux measurements showed substantial temporal variations that reflected changes of wind strength and changes in surface erodibility. The pattern of mass flux variation across the field was dependent on the height of measurement. The near surface flow of saltating grains (z < 0.25 m) was found to vary according to surface conditions, especially surface roughness. At greater heights, the flow of fine dust was less affected by surface conditions immediately beneath the point of measurement. Within the fully developed surface layer (z < 0.25 m), the mass flux profile was found to follow a modified power-law function. The near surface mass flux consisted of a broad range of particle sizes ranging from 50 μm to 300 μm, whereas farther from the surface the mode shifted distinctly toward smaller particle sizes with few particles larger than 100 μm. We show that it is possible to display graphically the relative contribution of the various grain sizes to the mass flux at each height in a way that makes it possible to visualize the zones of saltation and suspension, and the region of transition between these regimes.

WIND tunnels provide a controlled environment for the careful and systematic study of wind erosion processes, but there are important aspects of the wind erosion problem that are difficult to simulate in a wind tunnel. For example, field-scale variations of mass transport are difficult to study in the limited confines of a wind tunnel test section. Natural wind pro-

files, turbulence characteristics, and wind-direction fluctuations are also difficult to replicate in wind tunnel experiments. Thus, to obtain a true measure of wind erosion under natural atmospheric conditions and natural soil conditions, one must venture out to an actively eroding region and observe the wind erosion process in all its complexity.

Within this context we report here results from a wind erosion study within a farm field near Wolfforth, Texas. Our intention was to measure simultaneously as many different aspects of the wind erosion process as possible. We measured the dynamic nature of the wind fluctuations and their correlation with soil movement. We tried to better define the micrometeorology directly
above the eroding field during the wind erosion event. We obtained measurements of mass flux across the field, and we attempted to correlate the spatial variations of sediment mass transport with measured soil surface conditions such as surface roughness, the availability of loose erodible material, and topography. We obtained measurements of mass flux at various heights above the field and we attempted to define the variation of the particle size distribution with height. We did not expect this experiment to yield fundamental mathematical relationships; rather we hoped that it would provide a glimpse of wind erosion under realistic conditions, and we hoped that it would point toward areas of future research.

PAST FIELD WORK

A considerable portion of past field work has focused specifically on blowing sand associated with vast sand sheets in desert regions. Much of this work has been summarized in comprehensive books written by Bagnold (1941) and Greeley and Iversen (1986). Large desert regions often lack well-defined erodible boundaries so the effect of these boundaries on the horizontal variation of mass transport has been largely ignored in desert research. In eroding agricultural lands, field boundaries have a considerable influence on the wind erosion process, and their effects cannot be ignored. Mass transport across agricultural fields with distinct erodible boundaries has been measured by Chepil (1946), Stout (1990), and Fryrear et al. (1991). For the case of uniform surface conditions, mass flux measured at a fixed height was found to increase with distance across the field until it asymptotically approached a limiting value called the transport capacity (Stout 1990). Chepil (1946) suggested that the rate of increase is strongly influenced by surface conditions such as roughness, soil type, and availability of loose material. Stout (1990) established that the rate of increase and the final limiting value of mass flux depended strongly on the height of measurement. Mass flux within the saltation zone was shown to more quickly reach transport capacity compared with the flux of fine dust grains moving farther from the surface.

Past measurements of the vertical distribution of mass flux above an eroding soil surface suggest that mass flux is maximum near the surface and decreases rapidly with height. Despite many careful experiments, there is considerable disagreement on the mathematical description of the mass flux profile. Exner (1928) and White (1982) have used a simple exponential expression. Von Karman (1947), Gillette & Goodwin (1974), and Zobeck & Fryrear (1986) have used a simple power-law expression. Kawamura (1951) used an integral form of the Bessel function. Zingg (1953) and Fryrear et al. (1991) used a modified power-law form. Fryrear and Saleh (1993) and Wilson et al. (1993) have used a combination of the power-law and exponential functions. Clearly, the mass flux profile is an important fundamental aspect of the wind erosion process that is still imperfectly understood.

A number of experiments in the past were designed to establish the threshold condition for soil movement. Many of these experiments were conducted in wind tunnels (Bagnold 1941; Chepil 1945b; Kawamura 1951; Zingg 1953; Nickling 1988). Typically, a soil surface is transplanted from the field into the test section of a laboratory wind tunnel, the wind speed is adjusted, and the critical wind speed at which soil movement is initiated is noted. The determination of threshold under natural field conditions is considerably more challenging, yet field investigations have been undertaken, and reasonable estimates of threshold have been obtained by Chepil (1945b), Svasek and Terwindt (1974), Gillette et al. (1982), Fryrear et al. (1991), and Gillette et al. (1995).

There have been several field investigations of the physical characteristics of blowing soil. Chepil (1945a) used a two-stage sediment sampler designed to separate saltating soil particles from those moving in suspension. Although the exact separation criterion was not well defined in this paper, Chepil effectively showed the relative proportion of soil carried in saltation and suspension at various heights above the eroding soil surface. This work did not provide useful information regarding the grain-size distributions at different heights above an eroding surface. Chepil (1957) and Chepil & Woodruff (1957) investigated the grain-size distributions of blowing dust at heights greater than 0.6 m, well above the saltation zone. Sediment samples were obtained by Nickling (1983) at heights greater than 0.5 m. Gillette & Walker (1977) compared the size distributions at 0.013 m, 1.0 m, and 1.5 m. They concluded that the size distribution close to the surface closely reflects the availability of particles within the parent soil, and they observed a distinct change of the particle size distribution from 0.013 m to 1.0 m. The lack of additional measurements between 0.013 m and 1.0 m precluded the complete description of the transition between these regimes. Leys and McIntosh (1994) measured the particle...
Fig. 1. Near-surface sampler used to measure sediment mass flux close to the eroding surface. This instrument has three inlets for measuring mass flux at three separate heights within 20 mm from the eroding surface. The inlets channel sediment to a container located beneath the ground. The sampler pivots to point into the wind. Ventilation screens aspirate the sampler and allow it to sample under near-isokinetic conditions.

Fig. 2. BSNE sampling cluster used to measure sediment flux at five heights. The samplers are mounted on a support pole, and a wind vane aligns them with the wind. Each sampler has a separate inlet and ventilation screen.

size distribution at heights of 0.07 m, 0.25 m, and 2.0 m and showed that the mode size decreases systematically with height. Zobeck and Fryrear (1986) measured the particle size distribution of soil particles sampled at five heights between 0.15 m and 2.0 m. They showed that the fraction of sand-sized particles decreased smoothly with height.

FIELD EXPERIMENT

The experiment was conducted on April 14, 1994, within an eroding agricultural field in Wolfforth, Texas, near Lubbock. The soil type was a fine sandy loam with 15.1% clay, 11.4% silt, and 73.5% sand. Organic matter content was 0.34% with no carbonates. The site had been planted to wheat, but because of drought conditions and a previous wind erosion event, the young plants had been damaged. Emergency tillage involving a chisel was the last tillage operation on the field, and it produced a series of chisel tracks with their long axes running North-South. Weathering and deposition from previous blowing events had filled the chisel tracks so that they were ineffective in reducing wind erosion. We chose to measure wind erosion in the field in exactly the condition that the farmer left it rather than modify the field to produce ideal uniform conditions. As a result, surface properties, such as roughness and texture, varied across the field, especially near field boundaries.

We used two separate sampler designs to measure the full mass flux profile. We used a near-surface sampler to obtain measurements within the lowest 20 mm and a BSNE (Big Spring Number Eight) sampling cluster for higher heights. The near-surface sampler, shown in Fig. 1, was based upon a design by Stout and Fryrear (1989) but modified to collect material from three heights within the first 20 mm from the surface. The first inlet extended from the surface to a height of 3 mm, the second extended from 3 to 9 mm, and the third extended from 9 to 20 mm. All inlets were rectangular and had a width of 5.5 mm. The near-surface unit is mounted on a turntable and is directed into the wind by a vane. Sampling inlets funnel sediment to a collection pan located beneath the surface. Fig. 2 shows the BSNE sampling cluster used to measure sediment flux at heights greater than 20 mm. The BSNE samplers were developed by Fryrear (1986) and have been tested independently by Shao et al. (1993a). The sampling cluster consists of an array of five samplers each attached to a pivoting wind vane and each mounted at a different height on a central pole. Nominal sampling heights correspond to 0.05 m, 0.1 m, 0.25 m, 0.7 m, and 1.65 m. The nominal inlet areas are 200 mm² for the lowest two samplers and 1050 mm² for the upper samplers. The combination of the near-surface sampler
and the BSNE sampling cluster provides a total of eight sampling points above the eroding soil surface.

Despite their apparent differences, both the near-surface and the BSNE samplers are based upon the same operating principle. Sediment-laden air enters the sampler inlet and is slowed within the sampler by a diffuser section. Particles gravitationally settle into a collection pan located directly beneath the diffuser. Ventilation screens aspirate the sampler so that the inlet flow is nearly isokinetic (Stout & Fryrear, 1989). The mass of trapped soil is divided by the inlet area and the 1-h sampling time to obtain a time-averaged value of the horizontal component of sediment mass flux at each sampling height.

Spatial variations of mass flux were measured by six BSNE sampling clusters spaced horizontally across the field at \( x = 0, 34.65, 124, 248, \) and 359 m, where \( x \) is the distance from the upwind edge of the field. Only one near-surface sampler was available, and it was placed near the fifth BSNE cluster at \( x = 248 \) m.

We used an instrument called SENSIT to monitor saltation activity. SENSIT detects saltation activity by means of a piezoelectric crystal that responds to the impact of saltating grains and outputs a pulse signal proportional to the number of such impacts (Gillette and Stockton 1986; Stockton and Gillette 1990). SENSIT was buried as shown in Fig. 3 such that the lower edge of the sensing element was set flush with the eroding surface. The cylindrical sensing element extended from the surface to a height of 13 mm, and the diameter of the sensing element was 25 mm. We used the signal from SENSIT as a relative indication of erosion activity, and we made no attempt to interpret the signal as a quantitative measure of particle mass flux or momentum.

Micrometeorological information was monitored near the center of the field by a 10-m meteorological tower. The tower was mounted on a trailer and was designed to be towed behind a pickup truck. Once in position the tower was rotated quickly to its erect configuration. The tower was equipped with an array of temperature sensors, cup anemometers, a wind vane, a solar radiation sensor, and a relative humidity sensor. Anemometers were mounted at 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 4.0, and 10.0 m, and the wind vane was placed next to the 10-m anemometer. The humidity sensor was mounted at 2 m. Temperature was measured at the soil surface (\( z = 0 \)) and at heights of 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 10.0 m.

The meteorological tower was fully deployed by 09:00 local time on April 14, 1994, and we began to record wind profile data and wind erosion activity by 09:30. A continuous record of 1-minute average values of wind velocity, wind direction, temperature, relative humidity, and erosion activity was recorded from 09:30 to 18:30.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Micrometeorology and Erosion Activity

What follows is a brief description of the overall storm dynamics as measured by our instrumentation. We will later describe and analyze the data in more detail but here we seek to describe the general nature of this wind erosion event.

The time history of the storm, as measured by our instrumentation, is plotted in Figs. 4 through 7. The 2-m temperature and relative humidity are
plotted in Fig. 4. Saltation activity, as measured by SENSIT, and the 10-m wind speed are plotted together in Fig. 5. Wind direction is plotted in Fig. 6, and temperature profiles are plotted in Fig. 7.

The results indicate a cool and calm morning with 2-m temperatures around 15°C, relative humidity of 17%, wind speeds around 5 to 6 m/s, and no detectable erosion activity. As the day progressed, conditions changed rapidly as winds increased in strength, temperatures increased, and relative humidity decreased. Around 10:30 a.m., the wind strengthened sufficiently to produce the first signs of wind erosion activity, as shown in Fig. 5. Intense blowing did not begin until about 12:30 and the strongest winds and erosion activity occurred from 14:30 to 16:00. By this time the 2-m air temperature had increased to around 28°C, relative humidity had dropped to 10%, and winds frequently gusted above 10 m/s. There were no major wind shifts during the experi-
Fig. 6. Wind direction plotted as a function of time.

As shown in Fig. 6, wind direction remained fairly constant, with a mean of 244° and a standard deviation of 14°. Wind strength and wind erosion activity declined significantly toward the end of the day.

Hourly-averaged temperature profiles, shown in Fig. 7, show a low-lying unstable layer beneath a height of 4 m in the early morning that later dropped to 2 m toward the end of the day. As the wind strengthened, strong turbulent mixing distributed the heat more uniformly throughout the boundary layer.

Threshold

It is difficult to see the relationship between wind speed and saltation activity clearly when these variables are plotted as a time series, as shown in Fig. 5. One alternative is to plot saltation activity as a direct function of wind velocity, thereby removing time as a variable (Fryrear et al., 1991; Gillette et al. 1995). The resulting scatter plots corresponding to each of the four 1-h sampling periods are shown in Fig. 8.

The scatter plots provide an interesting view of the response of the soil surface to wind gusts, and they also provide a means of estimating threshold velocity since non-zero SENSIT values indicate that winds exceed threshold. To obtain threshold we merely have to determine the lowest wind velocity at which saltation activity is first recorded.

Unfortunately this is not quite as easy as it sounds. Because of an imperfect correlation between wind forcing and saltation activity, it is often difficult to isolate a single representative value of threshold. Nevertheless, the scatter plot provides a good estimate of threshold. For example, during the first sampling period.

Fig. 7. Hourly averaged temperature profiles measured during the wind erosion event.
(11:27–12:27), the surface was inactive when wind speeds were less than about 7 to 8 m/s, as shown in Fig. 8. During the second sampling interval, wind erosion was detected at considerably lower wind speeds of around 6 to 7 m/s. This downward trend was repeated in later sampling intervals and seems to indicate that the surface was becoming more erodible with time. This result agrees with Chepil's (1945b) observation that soil crusts tend to break down with time, thereby liberating underlying erodible fractions. Gillette et al. (1995) have also observed an increase in erodibility with time at Owens Lake, California, due to the breakdown of protective surface crusts.

**Spatial Variation of Mass Flux**

As mentioned previously, the spatial variation of mass flux was measured by an array of six BSNE sampling clusters spaced across the field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling interval</th>
<th>10-m Wind speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Direction (deg.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:27 to 12:27</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:18 to 14:18</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:49 to 15:49</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:14 to 17:14</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We thus obtained the horizontal variation of sediment flux at five heights during four separate 1-h sampling periods. The average wind speed and direction for these sampling periods are presented in Table 1, and the measured mass flux values are presented in Table 2.

The pattern of mass flux variation across the field was strongly dependent upon the height of measurement. Near-surface measurements \((z \leq 0.25 \text{ m})\), shown in Fig. 9, reveal that the first three sampling clusters were within a region of low erodibility. Beyond the third cluster, near-surface measurements show a dramatic rise to a maximum mass flux near the fifth cluster at \(x = 248 \text{ m}\), followed by a sudden decrease at the end of the field. Farther from the surface \((z \geq 0.7 \text{ m})\), shown in Fig. 10, we find that mass flux appears to increase continually with distance. This difference relates to the type of particle moving at different heights.

The lower samplers are primarily catching large grains that bounce along the surface in saltation. Since saltating grains frequently impact the surface, their motion is highly susceptible to changes of surface roughness. As shown in Fig. 11, measurements of surface roughness using the chain method (Saleh 1994) suggest higher values near field boundaries and a minimum roughness near the center of the field. The region of minimum roughness corresponds closely

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Mass flux (g m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z=0.05 \text{ m})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>27.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z=0.1 \text{ m})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z=0.25 \text{ m})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z=0.7 \text{ m})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z=1.65 \text{ m})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 9. Horizontal variation of sediment flux measured at heights of 0.05 m, 0.1 m, and 0.25 m.

to the region where the mass flux of saltating grains was maximum.

As shown in Fig. 12, measurements of the aggregate size distribution at three locations across the field reveal that the mass fraction of aggregates with diameter D less than 840 μm was maximum near the field center. The smooth curve, drawn in Fig. 12, may not be completely accurate because only three points were obtained over large horizontal distances. Nevertheless, the region of maximum mass flux appears to roughly match the portion of the field where the largest percentage of aggregates was of erodible size.

The field gradually sloped upward at an almost negligible slope of 1 m in 180 m, as shown in Fig. 13. There is a slight depression from x = 130 m to 250 m that may have in the past acted as a catchment for rainwater and associated runoff sediment. This may have contributed to the higher fraction of erodible-size aggregates in this vicinity.

Our results show that the maximum mass flux of saltating grains occurred just downwind of a slight topographic depression where surface roughness was minimum and the fraction of erodible-size aggregates was maximum. The large roughness near the upwind portion of the field retained particles by sheltering them from wind forces. Similarly, the large roughness at the downwind edge of the field effectively trapped a large fraction of the saltating grains before
Fig. 10. Horizontal variation of sediment flux measured at heights of 0.70 m and 1.65 m.

they left the field. Samplers located well above 0.25 m were primarily catching fine dust moving in suspension, and because these fine grains rarely impact the surface, they were less susceptible to changes of surface conditions. As shown in Fig. 10, the magnitude of mass flux at heights well above 0.25 m increased continually with distance, although the surface roughness near field boundaries had trapped most saltating grains. One might expect the mass flux of suspension-size particles to level off or decrease if saltating grains are removed since it is generally believed that dust generation is intimately linked to the "splashing" of saltating grains into the bed (Shao et al. 1993b). However, dust grains are often initially entrained far upwind of the sam-

Fig. 11. Measurements of surface roughness using the chain method suggest higher values near field boundaries and a minimum near the center of the field.
pling point and may travel a considerable distance before they diffuse upward a few meters. Thus, the amount of fine dust often reflects the surface conditions upwind of the measurement point and not the surface directly beneath it. In fact, some of the fine dust captured in the upper samplers may have been generated in other fields.

In summary, measurements of mass flux show substantial spatial variability that depends on the height of measurement. Near-surface flow was controlled primarily by surface roughness that retains or traps saltating grains. Mass flow of suspension-size particles was less susceptible to surface conditions at the point of measurement but may reflect conditions upwind of the measurement point. Because saltating grains were trapped by roughness at the downwind edge of the field, only fine dust escaped field boundaries.

Temporal Variation of Mass Flux

As shown in Table 2, the maximum mass flux varied considerably between sampling periods. The lowest values occurred during the first sampling interval, between 11:27 and 12:27, as shown in Fig. 9. During the following hour, mass flux was nearly twice that of the first sampling interval although the mean wind speed, as shown in Table 1, was only slightly higher. This may indicate that the hourly-average wind speed is not the best indication of wind strength since it does not reflect the effects of strong intermittent wind gusts properly. Another possible explanation for this large increase in mass flux resulting from such a small change in wind speed may be change of surface erodibility. Chepil (1945b) observed such an increase in erodibility and attributed this change to the breakdown of a thin protective crust as a result of abrasion by saltating grains. Gillette et al. (1995) also observed a similar change of erodibility with time during experiments at Owens Lake, California. As crusts disintegrate and lose their protective value, underlying erodible particles are liberated and the supply of erodible material is increased. In addition, the gradual breakdown of surface clods and crust yields particles of erodible size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( z ) (mm)</th>
<th>Mass flux ( \text{g m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} )</th>
<th>( P ) (z, D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 µm</td>
<td>65 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>739.69</td>
<td>0.00591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>573.67</td>
<td>0.00497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>244.07</td>
<td>0.00741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>99.86</td>
<td>0.00478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>26.11</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>4.597</td>
<td>0.0531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.2139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Measurements of aggregate size distribution reveal that the mass fraction of aggregates with diameter \( D \) less than 840 µm was maximum near the field center.
which then increases the supply of erodible grains. Thus, the supply of material available for transport may have increased significantly between the first and second sampling interval although the mean wind speed remained fairly constant.

The maximum flux rates occurred during the third sampling interval, between 14:49 and

---

Fig. 13. Measurements of topography across the field show a gradual upward slope of 1:180 and a slight depression near the center of the field.

---

Fig. 14. (a) Values of the inverse square root of mass flux show a linear dependence on height within the fully developed portion of the profile. (b) A plot of the mass flux profile along with the power-law form of the flux profile equation at x = 248 m.
15:49, as shown in Fig. 9. The average wind speed was significantly higher during this interval than at any other time, and it appears that there was an ample supply of loose erodible material.

**Mass Flux Profile**

Given sufficient distance and uniform conditions, mass flux measured at constant height will asymptotically approach a maximum value called the transport capacity. It has been found experimentally that the distance required to reach transport capacity increases with height (Stout 1990). Most fields are too short for transport capacity to be reached at all heights, but there is often a “fully developed” surface layer within which the mass flux profile is stable. Above this surface layer, mass flux values are still increasing with distance across the field and, therefore, the values are not yet stable.

The mass flux profile within the fully developed surface layer may be described by a simple power-law function of the form:

\[
\frac{f(z)}{f_z} = \left(1 + \frac{z}{\sigma}\right)^{-2}
\]  

where \(f(z)\) is the horizontal mass flux at height \(z\), \(f_z\) is the mass flux at the surface \((z = 0)\), and \(\sigma\) is a scale height. The form of Eq. (1) is a modification of the empirical equation used by Zingg (1953). Reworking Eq. (1) yields the linear form:

\[
f(z)^{1/2} = f_z^{1/2} \left(1 + \frac{z}{\sigma}\right) .
\]

Plotting values of \(f^{-1/2}\) as a function of height, we find that values within the fully developed portion of the mass flux profile fall along a straight line.

As shown in Fig. 14a, measured flux values below a height of about 0.25 m appear to form a straight line at \(x = 248\) m. Thus, at this position in the field, the fully developed surface layer is limited to this height. Linear regression of Eq. (2), using only the lower six points within the fully developed surface layer, we find that \(f_z = 1.048\) kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) and \(\sigma = 1.7\) cm. A plot of the mass flux profile along with Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 14b. Clearly, the mass flux profile within the surface layer is well represented by this power-law form. The results show that mass flux decreases rapidly with height. For example, mass flux at a height of \(z = \sigma\) or 1.7 cm, reduces to 25% of the surface value. Integrating Eq. (1) from the surface to the height \(z = \sigma\), we find that 50% of the total mass flow passes beneath the scale height \(\sigma\). For this reason the scale height \(\sigma\) may be referred to as the “mean saltation height” (Bagnold 1941; Wilson 1994). Although the value of the mean saltation height may seem small, our result of 1.7 cm is supported by a large body of evidence. Past work starting from the pioneering work of Bagnold (1941) to more recent research by Anderson and Haff (1988), Butterfield (1991), Wilson (1994), Singh (1994), Neuman and Nickling (1994) support our finding that 50% of the mass flow passes beneath a height of a few centimeters.

**Particle Size Distributions**

Windblown sediment moving above an eroding soil surface consists of particles of different
Fig. 16. Contour plot of the probability density $p(z, D)$ shows how the particle size distribution varies with height.

sizes. If one were to sample material transported at a given height and then separate this material into discrete particle size ranges, one could ascertain the fraction of the total mass flux contributed by each size class. Since particle size is linked to the mode of transport, we could then estimate the relative contribution to the total mass flux of particles moving in saltation or suspension at each height.

During the transport of mixed sediments, large particles moving in saltation represent the dominant mode of transport near the surface. Since the top height of saltating grains is limited, small dust particles moving in suspension dominate transport far from the eroding surface (Chepil 1945a; Gillette and Walker 1977; Leys & McTamish 1994). It is difficult to place definite limits on the boundary between the zone of saltation-dominated flow and the zone of suspension-dominated flow; particle motion gradually transitions from one regime to another.

Sediment collected at each sampling height $z$ was sieved to determine the fraction of total mass $P(z, D)$ with particle diameters less than a given size $D$. The sieve breaks were 45, 63, 90, 125, 250, and 500 μm. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3. Each value of the cumulative distribution $P(z, D)$ is equivalent to the fraction of the total mass flux at height $z$ contributed by particles smaller than a given size $D$.

Our goal was to obtain, at each height $z$, the fraction of mass flux associated with a given particle size $D$. This is represented by the probability density function, denoted here by lower case $p(z, D)$. The probability density is obtained by taking the partial derivative of the cumulative distribution function with respect to particle diameter. The probability density is calculated numerically as:

$$p(z, D) = \frac{\partial P}{\partial D} = \frac{P(z, D + \Delta D) - P(z, D - \Delta D)}{2\Delta D}$$

(3)

Numerical error of this calculation is proportional to $\Delta D^3$ so it is important to maintain a small step $\Delta D$. As mentioned previously, the spacing between sieves was neither uniform nor small. Thus, it was necessary to generate a series of
more closely spaced extrapolated values of cumulative probability between measured values so that it was possible to obtain accurate numerical differentiation. A smooth curve was drawn through the measured values of cumulative probability, and points were generated to fill the gaps between the measured values at uniformly spaced increments of $\Delta D = 20 \mu m$. Then Eq. (3) was used to calculate values of probability density at increments of 20 $\mu m$ at each measurement height. The results are plotted in Fig. 15.

The results show a fairly broad and uniform distribution near the surface ($z \approx 9.5 \ cm$) where the probability of finding a 80 $\mu m$ particle is nearly identical to the probability of encountering a 180-$\mu m$ particle. The distributions from 1.3 mm to 9.5 cm are nearly coincident, indicating that the distributions are independent of height within this near surface salination zone. From $z = 9.5 \ cm$ to $z = 24.5 \ cm$, a distinct transition occurs as one leaves the low-lying salination cloud and enters the suspension zone. Above this transition region, the mode of the distribution shifts distinctly to smaller particle sizes, and the distribution is considerably more peaked.

We can clearly see this transition if we plot the probability density as a contour plot. Since $p(z,D)$ depends on two variables, we can plot the probability density function with particle diameter $D$ on the horizontal axis and height $z$ on the vertical axis. To obtain a reasonably good plot it was necessary to extend the resolution in the vertical direction. We chose to plot regular intervals of $\ln(z)$ rather than $z$ since this shows the near surface region with better clarity. To obtain values of $p(z,D)$ at regular intervals of $\ln(z)$, we again extrapolated between measured values. The original sampling heights were spaced close to uniform increments of $\ln(z)$, thus, the vertical extrapolation was not difficult.

The results, shown in Fig. 16, show clearly the grain-size characteristics of transported particles above this eroding mixed-sediment surface. Although this graphical approach was not expected to define the exact boundary between the salination and suspension regimes, the results appear to depict these two regimes and the transition region between them. Near the surface, we find that the mass flux is dominated by large saltating grains. Farther from the surface, sediment flux is dominated by smaller particles moving in suspension. In the suspension-dominated zone, the mode appears to shift to smaller particle size with increasing height, whereas in the salination zone the mode is independent of height.

At a height between 0.1 and 0.2 m, there exists a transition zone between the salination-dominated zone and the suspension-dominated zone. As expected, this transition is smooth and gradual.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this experiment was to observe wind erosion within a farm field in the semi-arid high plains of West Texas. This experiment provided only a snapshot of field-scale wind erosion within a single field, during a single wind erosion event. Much more work is required to fully understand the many intricate relationships between the surface, soil, and wind.

By using a piezoelectric sensor to detect salination activity, it was possible to establish the threshold wind speed at which soil movement was initiated. Our results indicate that for this soil surface, threshold was initially around 7 to 8 m/s, and it appeared to shift slowly downward with time, indicating a surface that was becoming more erodible.

This field experiment has added to our knowledge of the possible spatial variability within a complex field. Measurements at various heights across the field reveal that spatial variability of mass flux depends strongly on the height of measurement. The near-surface flow of saltating grains was controlled primarily by surface roughness. Here, the flow of saltating grains was found to increase initially from the erodible boundary, only to be trapped by surface roughness at the downwind portion of the field. The mass flow of suspension-size particles was less susceptible to surface conditions. The flow of fine dust increased steadily with distance across the field, although most of the saltating grains had been trapped by surface roughness near field boundaries.

The near-surface portion of the mass-flux profile was found to respond more quickly to surface conditions and became fully developed before the upper portion of the profile. Here, the fully developed surface layer was found to extend to a height of 0.25 m at $x = 248 \ m$. The mass flux profile within the stable surface layer was found to follow a modified power-law function that decreased rapidly with height. Integrating this power-law function, we find that 50% of the total mass flow passed beneath a height of 1.7 cm.

A method was developed to map the grain size characteristics of windblown sediment above a wind-eroding surface. Plotting the probability density as a contour plot with particle diameter along the horizontal axis and height along the
vertical axis, we form an interesting view of the contribution of various particle sizes to the mass flux at different heights. This graphical method clearly depicts zones of salination-dominated flow, suspension-dominated flow, and the transition region between these zones. Here, salination-dominated flow was found below a height of 0.1 m, a transition region occurred between 0.1 m and 0.2 m, and suspension was the dominant mode of transport above 0.2 m. Certainly, a different field with different soil conditions will yield a different map of physical characteristics; however, this graphical method could be used in any field where measurements are available.
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